Worksheet 3. Vocabulary: Preview for reading passages

Check all the words or phrases that can complete the sentences logically.

1. A day has _______.
   □ months □ seconds □ minutes □ hours

2. Listen! I hear _______.
   □ lightning □ a flash □ music □ thunder

3. Look! Do you see that _______?
   □ lightning □ thunder □ sound □ turtle

4. People get a lot of _______ on the Internet.
   □ facts □ flashes □ information □ speed

5. _______ is fast.
   □ A flash □ Lightning □ A turtle □ A rabbit

6. Light from the sun _______ to the earth at a speed of 186,000 miles per second.
   □ travels □ beats □ sees □ tells

7. The hotel is _______ the airport.
   □ near □ far from □ through □ between

8. Pedro is figuring out _______.
   □ the instructions □ the problem □ the flash □ the answers to the puzzle.